Cl i ent story:

FMP PRACTI CES WHAT
THEY PREACH.
Pai red wi th thei r strong performance management processes,
Rhabi t hel ped to fi l l the feedback gaps.

FMP knew from annual engagement surveys that their employees
— bright, talented consultants looking to grow — had a strong
desire for more feedback. FMP’s HR team was also interested in
exploring how micro surveys and the Rhabit platform might help
streamline their internal engagement processes and enhance their
feedback culture.

COMPANY STATS
Industry
Consulting

Location
Arlington, VA

FMP is a leading-edge professional services firm that provides
evidence-based workforce and organizational management
solutions to transform the public sector and unleash the competitive
advantage of business and industry. We leverage our strategic
human capital and business savvy to develop practical, customized
solutions that generate real results. No matter the obstacle, the FMP
team will figure it out!

OVERV I E W
FMP Consulting provides solutions to complex human capital problems,
predominantly in the federal sector. With a focus on integrating cuttingedge technology into their internal processes, FMP engaged with Rhabit to
explore how the platform might help provide their consultant teams with
continuous peer-to-peer feedback.

Objective
More feedback

Challenges

Solutions

Outdated methods, slow

Continuous feedback and

analysis

up-to-date dashboards

P RACT I C E W H A T Y OU PREACH
Much of FMP’s work is focused on improving performance management
and feedback for their clients. Wary of becoming the “cobbler whose kids
don’t have shoes,” FMP is always seeking out the best technology to
improve their internal processes. Rhabit ensures employees get the
feedback they want at the frequency they need. “Paired with our strong
performance management processes, we’re hoping that Rhabit will help
us fill in any gaps,” said Jessica M. Milloy, Chief Operating Officer.

"We see [Rhabit] helping bring to life
our feedback culture and reinforce our
values of authenticity, accountability,
and adaptability on a day-to-day basis.”

RESUL T S
Integrating employee-driven feedback into the work culture has been
transformative. For FMP Consulting, the company-wide engagement and
cultural health dashboard is integral to this success. After a few months of
data collection, the organization was able to really quickly hone in on areas
for improvement.
Having access to real-time data helped FMP Consulting quickly
move to the action planning and impact phase without spending
unnecessary time on the analysis. With the ability to regularly
monitor ways to improve, FMP hopes to continue growing and
evolving — for themselves and the organizations they serve.

